


MARKET CHALKBOARD

Bring the nostalgia of the good old days into your space 
with the Market Chalkboard. 

While taking you back a step in time, the easily 
changeable tiles make for updating the menu in your 
store and cafe simple or adding to the ideas list in your 
home. 

Each tile has been specially powder-coated in a 
chalkboard style texture, and along with the stencils 
provided your messages will always look their best.
 
Thank you for your purchase, 

George & Willy



CARE GUIDE

Where you install your product depends on its material/s.

Wooden and Steel Products: We recommend using these 
products inside or under a shelter where they are 
protected from any exposure to rain or water. 

Aluminum Products: These products are non-corrosive 
and suitable for use outside. 

Chalk Products: You should use traditional dry chalk. We 
don't recommend using liquid chalk pens on our products. 

Transportable Outdoor Signage: If there is exposure to 
wind, we recommend bringing signage inside to protect it 
from the extremes. We offer Sandbags to help support 
your product in moderate wind conditions.



COMPONENTS

10 x Rectangle Tiles

10 x SquareTiles

32 x Hook/Screw

Allen Key

2 x Large Stencils

1 x Small Stencil

15 x Chalk

1 x Pencil Sharpener



1

Select a wall space to install your Market Chalkboard. The 
screws should be !xed into studs or a solid wall. Mark the 
center of the left hole and drill a pilot hole.



Using the allen key supplied, hand screw the custom 
milled hook into the wall until it is !xed - avoid 
over-tightening as this will damage the screw. The screw 
shouldn't be "ush with the wall, a small portion will remain 
out for the boards to hang on. 
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Hook a rectangle tile onto the brass screw. Using a level, 
mark the center of the right hole, drill another pilot hole 
and fasten a second brass hook using the allen key.
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Repeat steps 1 and 2 using the square tile, placing it 
adjacent to the rectangle tile. 



Using your preferred spacing, fasten the screws in place 
for the second rectangle and square tiles following 
steps 1-4. Do this for the remaining tiles. 
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Using the stencils and chalk supplied, write your display, 
menu or message on the tiles. 

6 HAVE FUN

GEORGE

&

WILLY



DISCLAIMER

George & Willy products have a lifetime warranty. This 
covers faulty workmanship and/or materials when the 
product is used in normal, domestic, or commercial 
conditions and following the care and use instructions 
provided. 

It does not cover normal wear and tear, accidents, or 
misuse of the product. We recommend using a quali!ed 
builder to complete the installation to reduce the risk of 
damage or injury. If the defect was caused by a 
manufacturing fault, the faulty product will be replaced 
free of charge. If the original product is no longer in 
production, it will be replaced with the most similar 
product.

Please keep all parts out of reach of small children as 
they may pose a choking risk.



CONTACT US

sales@georgeandwilly.com

www.georgeandwilly.com

@georgeandwilly

www.pinterest.com/georgeandwilly/


